A note about the handwriting fonts used in this activity.

www.tlsbooks.com has purchased a license from http://www.educationalfontware.com that allows us to use their fonts for worksheets we produce.

The DN Manuscript style font used in this document is a trademark of Educational Fontware, Inc (EFI).

The DN Manuscript font is similar to D'Nealian®-style font. DN Manuscript font (by EFI) is not endorsed by Scott Foresman - Addison Wesley Publishing Company.

All worksheets are intended to supplement educational materials your child is currently using.
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Handwriting Practice letter B

Name _____________________________

Bison  bison
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Handwriting Practice letter C

Name _____________________________
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Duck duck
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Handwriting Practice letter E

Eagle eagle
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Handwriting Practice letter F

Name _____________________________

Fish    fish
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Handwriting Practice letter I

I i

Igloo  igloo
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Handwriting Practice letter J

Name _______________________________
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Handwriting Practice letter M

Name _____________________________

Moose moose
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Handwriting Practice letter O

Name _____________________________
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Owl  owl
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Handwriting Practice letter P

Name _____________________________
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Pie  pie
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Handwriting Practice letter Q

Q q
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Handwriting Practice letter T

Name _____________________________
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Handwriting Practice letter U

Name _____________________________

Umbrella
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Handwriting Practice letter W

Name _____________________________

Wagon wagon
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Handwriting Practice letter Y

Yy

Yarn yarn
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Handwriting Practice letter Z

Name _____________________________

Zebra  zebra
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